Newsletter No.2
Dear colleagues!
The articles presented at the VIII International Research Conference “Topical issues of linguistics
and teaching methods in business and professional communication” are accepted in English to
be reviewed in a foreign scientific database.
We welcome all interested specialists for publication!
Submitted articles should not be published earlier, presented at conferences held earlier, and
also should not be considered in the editorial offices of other journals. For experts in
methodology and pedagogy, it is required to describe the results of the experiment taking into
account quantitative analysis, for linguists - the use of the method of quantitative analysis.
Formatting requirements:
1. The text of the article:
Font 10 Times New Roman, single interval, word wrap is on. The volume of materials accepted is
20 typewritten pages (including headline, abstract, references).
2. Title of the article - font 10 Times New Roman (up to 12 words), boldface, left alignment.
3. Surname and name of the author / authors, organization, country, email address of the author
/ authors are located under the heading – font 10 Times New Roman.
4. Abstract (150 - 200 words) is located in two intervals under the data of the author / authors,
should briefly describe the following parameters presented in the article: goal, method, results,
conclusion. Font 10 Times New Roman, single interval.
5. Keywords (up to 5 words) are located in one interval under the abstract. Font 10 Times New
Roman, single interval. The main text of the article is separated from the keywords in one
interval.
6. The main text of the article should be divided into headings and sub-headings, which are
numbered. Font 10 Times New Roman. Headings and subheadings are aligned to the width.
For example:
1. Introduction
2. Literary overview
3. Materials and methods
4. Results and discussion
5. Conclusion
6. Acknowledgments
7. Literature

7. All tables and figures are included in the text and must have consecutive numbering. Under
the tables and figures, specify the source from which the figure or table is taken (Source: author,
book, magazine, etc.). For drawings, the GIF format is used. The maximum number of drawings
is 5 pcs. Times New Roman 10, single spacing.
For example, Fig. 2. Number of students 2005-2015
Table 1. English language proficiency of students
8. References are presented in alphabetical order. It is necessary to refer to Russian or foreign
sources, including periodicals over the past 5 years (preferably indexed by Scopus, Web of
Science). Each source listed in the references must have a citation in the text. References to
authors in the text of the article are given in brackets: one author (Ivanov, 2015), two authors
(Ivanov & Petrov, 2013), three or more authors (Ivanov et al., 2014).
9. References are formatted in accordance with the rules established by the American
Psychological Association (APA). You can use the automatic link design system
http://www.bibme.org/ (APA format).
10. Attention! The number of references should not be less than 15 titles. Self-reference should
not exceed 10%. References to sources in a foreign language should be at least 50%.
For early publication, please send articles by May 10, 2018 to flangs@mail.ru (subject:
Publication in a foreign journal).

